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1. According to Marx, people are grouped according to their ____

     	      intra-family

     	      intra-community

     	      inter-community

     	--->> inter-family

2. Another name for 'consensus theory' is _____

     	      political theory

     	      marxist theory

     	--->> order theory

     	      discreet theory

3. For Ralf Dahrendorf, conflict can only result from _____

     	--->> prior consensus

     	      rivalry

     	      economic interests

     	      all of these

4. Actvitiies that are undertaken by any person to know as much as possible about 
what is going on in a given conflict are termed ____

     	      conflict resolution

     	      conflict management

     	      conflict mapping

     	--->> conflict analysis

5. ____ enables the investor know the timing and his method of gaining entry into the 
conflict at hand.
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     	      conflict resolution

     	      conflict management

     	--->> conflict mapping

     	      conflict awareness

6. According to Georg Simmel, conflicts and consensus are _____

     	      naturally inevitable

     	--->> naturally complementary

     	      naturally supplementary

     	      bad

7. Conflict theory was developed by ______

     	      researchers

     	--->> sociologists

     	      politicians

     	      accountants

8. According to Marx, people are grouped according to their ____

     	--->> economic interests

     	      financial powers

     	      powerful influence

     	      idea of authority

9. Conflict transformation, according to Botes (2001), is a _____ concept

     	      retrospective

     	      prerequisite

     	--->> prescriptive

     	      descriptive

10. The overriding concern of Marx is that
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     	--->> social conflict is imperative in human society

     	      social life involves coercion

     	      social life generates conflict

     	      social differences involve power
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